
 

 

KCC MISSION STATEMENT:  The mission of the Keauhou Canoe Club is to educate our youth, our membership, 
and the community at large about Hawaiian culture, values, and traditions and to promote competitive and 
recreational outrigger canoe paddling and other water sports in historic Keauhou Bay.  (Adopted by the KCC 
Board, 10/2009, and communicated on our KCC website.) 

KCC Bylaws Stated Purpose:  The primary purposes of the CLUB are educational and athletic.  The CLUB shall 
strive to revive, develop, and perpetuate Hawaiian culture and traditions through instruction and training in 
outrigger canoe paddling and related Hawaiian cultural activities  

MINUTES BOARD OF DIRECTORS SPECIAL MEETING  

DATE:  November 20, 2020 

PLACE:  Keauhou Canoe Club Halau 

BOARD MEMBERS:  President Terry Trinidad, Vice President Tom Campbell, Recording Secretary Jody Wheeler, 
Treasurer Vern Bieraugel, Membership Secretary Bill Armer; Directors at Large; Jane Bockus, Noelani Campbell, 
Ramona Crivello, Peter Lasich and Dick Roberts.   

Also present was Sherri Carney. 

CALL TO ORDER:  With a quorum present, Terry Trinidad called the meeting to order at 8:30 a.m. 

NEW BUSINESS: 

HCRA Insurance:  Terry Trinidad was told that there was a 60% chance that we would have some type of racing 
season next year.  He also reported that if we decided not to participate in 2021 and then started again in 2022 
we would still be charged the insurance for 2021.  He asked the board if they would reconsider their decision to 
hold off on paying the HCRA Insurance based on this new information.  After a discussion it was 
moved/seconded that we pay the $5.43 per paddler for the HCRA Insurance.  The motion carried. 

Coral Mapping and Silt analysis in Keauhou Bay:  Member Dennis Mahalka asked if the club would be willing 
to pay ½ the cost of having divers may the coral and collect and analyses the silt in Keauhou Bay.  This project is 
spearheaded by Hawaii Wildlife and University of Hawaii.  The cost would be $160.  It was moved and seconded 
that the club allot the $160 for the project.  Motion passed. 

Canoe Safety Bags:  Jody Wheeler reported that the Safety Committee had reviewed the items in the 2 safety 
bags and the committee recommended that we add 5 more bags and equip them with the following items:  

Plastic safety whistles, New 5-liter water proof bags, Tow lines, Waterproof mobile phone bags, Bicycle tubes 
(used), 10 X 20 waterproof binoculars, Man of war medical sting solution/ointment – (Vinegar spray bottles), 
Quick tie ratchets for fastening iako to the wai in an emergency, Waterproof flash lights, Mouth to 
Mouth  breathing guards. 



 

The cost of would be around $800.  The board questioned the need for the binoculars.  Tom Campbell 
explained that the Safety Committee felt there was a need but would reconsider the item based on the boards 
input.  There was also discussion on the need for the mouth to mouth breathing guards as the CPR guidelines 
recently taught by Moke did not include mouth to mouth.  Tom said he would check with Moke and adjust 
based on his recommendation.   

Tom said that it was the safety committee’s recommendation that all steersman bring their own whistles and 
phones.  Waterproof phone bags would be provided in the safety bag, this would eliminate the need for 
charging club provided phones and user operation of unfamiliar phone types. 

Also discussed was why the need for 7 bags.  Tom explained that the safety committee felt that all canoes that 
are launched should have a safety bag onboard.  The committee realizes that steersman will need to be 
educated on what is in the bag and the new requirement that each canoe carry a safety bag.  The safety 
committee has volunteered to familiarize the steersman with the bag contents and the change in club 
requirements regarding their usage.  They will also take on the responsibility of monthly check of bag contents 
and repair or replace bag contents when necessary.  The SAFETY GUIDELINES will be amended in the web site 
to reflect a requirement for all canoes to carry the bags while underway.  A new edition of the GUIDELINES will 
be posted and dated as the latest edition and date of change noted. 

It was moved and seconded that $800 be allotted for the new bags and equipment and that it will be required 
that all canoes carry a safety bag.  Motion passed. 

 ADJOURNMENT:  The meeting adjourned at 9:13 a.m. 

 

Respectfully submitted:  Jody Wheeler, Recording Secretary. 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 


